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Gems and, Gemology is the official organ of the American Gem Society and with it is
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Conffdential Seryice of the Gemological Ingtitute of America.
It is
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ffi
IN OURNEXTISSUE
The various exhibits to see both at the World's Fair when it re-opens
this summer in the various museums of Chicago will be reviewed.
Probably the last writing of the late Dr. Oliver Cummings Farrington,
found among the papers he left at his death, is an account of the magnificent
gem collection in the Field Museum of Natural History.
It is published
for the first time in Gems and, Gemologg.
The first of a series of articles on the display of gems and jewelry will
appear.
Dr. Ren6 Engel records his use of pleochroism in a difficult determination.
Microscopes for use in the small gemological laboratory will be discussed
in a confidential service.
The Glossary, Encyclopedia, and other regular features will continue,
and many timely articles will appear.

EDITORIAL
FORUM.
CultivatedPearlsin Dispute
A producer of cultivated pearls, advertising in a jewelry trade magazine
last month, reproduced a page describing cultivated pearls from the booklet
Fascinati.ng Facts About Gem Stones. This booklet is published by the
Gemological Institute for distribution to customers by the retail jewelers of
America. Attention was drawn in the advertisement to a statemen regarding cultivated pearls which read, "Hotneaer, to the scientist they are
genuine." This statement. considered by itself and not in connection rvith
the sentences which immediately preceded it on the same page, implies that
the Institute considers that cultivated pearls are genuine, This naturally
drew a storm of criticism from dealers in genuine natural pearls. The jewelers who criticized were not familiar with the present position of the Institute.

-o-

Even though the biologist does consider cultivated pearls to be genuine. the Institule does not believe he should make that statement and not
mention how they difrer.
Nor is the Institute's view-point'that of jewelers who have had no
scientific education. As an educational institution, it cannot always agree
with them. But the sympathies of the Institute do lie with the jeweler and
his many problems, and its efrorts are entirely to protect him and his customer. The Institute seeks to educate its students so that they will not be
deceived by advertising of the nature of that referred to above.
- a . It is not the purpose of the Institute to quote science in such a manner
that it will berve to harm the jewelers' interests. Nor is its purpose to
condone confusing names, or deceiving statements made by that small portion of the trade whose very life depends upon incorrect representation of
its merchandise.

Advertisementsof Gem Stones
Many requests reach this magazine and the organizations of whieh it
is the mouthpiece asking why we cannot accept advertising of gem dealers,
or at least furnish lists of gem dealers. This need for information as to
where to obtain certain gems themselves, and certain qualities of diamonds
and other gems, has been growing among the hundreds of American gem
students for many years.
_
a _
The only available source of importance for such information has been
an English magazine, with advertising of English and oriental dealers.
Although many students and members of the Advisory Boards of the Institute are in England and the Orient, we believe that American gem dealers
should be given preference. For this reason, we are endeavoring to interest
one or more American jewelry trade magazines in carrying permanently a
section which would be confined to extensive diamond and gem advertising.
- o This section, we believe, could also be made by a national magazine a
vital force to interest retail jewelers in the movement of the AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY "To Make America Gem Conscious." It seems almost
unnecessary for us to remind our many inquirers that our policy is one of
no advertising, and if any other method can be found, we prefer not to
recommend dealers.
- a -

ResearchServiceand lts Purpose

\-

The chief purpose of Gems and, Gemologgr is to keep the student abreast
with the latest and the most important advances in the science of gemology.
Its monthly confidential service includes many features which, except for
their very recent nature, would be included in the courses of either ?lr€
Ameri,con Gem Society ot the Gemologi.cal Institute.
They form, in fact,
a supplement to the courses of the Institute, containing information which
was not available as the courses were ril[itten.
Every science develops
monthly and everyone must study all his life or fall behind in the race in
his vocation.
--oThe features prepared by the staff of the Institute, or developed by
the Institute by inquiry among authorities, and which add to the sciCnce of
gemology, are indicated in this magazine as Eesearch Seraices. The articles
which are so indicated should be of great interest to the sincere student.
In publishing Gems and, Gemology, we make a determined effort in include
every new development of this scienee of gems, whether developed by the
Institute or announced by independent authorities.
The student, through
reading this service, will be always in touch with the important recent developments of the subject.
- a To graduates of the Society's and Institute's courses, certificates of
yearly Research Erami,nati,ons will be issued. These will indicate to the
public.that they are eligible for active practice and are still in the legitimate jewelry business. These yearly examinations will cover the new-developments and research additions to gemology during that year. In no
other publication will the student find this material so completely included
and so conveniently arranged as in Gems anil GemologE. Research additions
to,those portions of the courses already completed will now be exclusively
released in Geme and Gemologg.
_ o _

No Februarylssue
We have received requests for the February issue. There was no February issue; Gems & Gemology was announced as a bimonthly service. In
order to avoid this misunderstanding in the future, we are calling this the
March-April issue, and we shall continue this plan of designation.-
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G.I.A.TO PRESENT
SUMMER
IN GEMOLOGY
COURSES
AT LOSANGELES
Tentative plans are being made for an intensified session of personal
instruction at the Institute headquarters in Los Angeles this summer. The
course will be given in the latter part of July or early in August. The material
in the A.G.S. Gradunte Member Course and the Institute Qunli.fging CertiDr. Ren6
fieil Gemologist Course will be covered in the three weeks'term.
Engel, Instructor in charge of Mineralogy and Geochemistry of the California Institute of Technology, and Robert M. Shipley, will lecture in the
Institute series. and three members of the Institute staff will instruct classes.
Under the present plans, the first week's instruction will cover the preparatory course of the Gemological Institute-the
work now presented in
the A.G.S. course. The second and third weeks will cover the Gemological
Institute course to the Qualifging Certified, Gemologist examination. Visual
work of the C. G. final courses will be included also and these theoretical
courses completed by student upon his return home. A week-end visit to
several Southern California gem mines, with the owner-gemologist as conductor, will be a feature. The tuition will be $50 per week, which will include
all laboratory fees. Individual laboratory instruction will be given to each
student, and determination of unknown gems will be taught to the students
as a part of the work.
The enrollment in the course ri/ill be strictly limited to twelve-twice
as many as the number of instructors.

MTOTHER.S'DAY GEMTTO
BE SEI,ECITED
B. W. BELL
Window FeatureSent to EverySubscriber
The American Gem Soci,etyplans, as one feature of its sales campaign,
to select a Mothers' Day gem. Previously the bulk of the sales of Mothers'
perishable remembrance. A
Day gifts have been candy or flsvrsls-seme
mother should be remembered on her Day by a more important gift than it
has been the custom to give. A durable remembrance such as a piece of
jewelry is more desirable, since it will be kept and cherished by the mother
to whom it is given.
An inexpensive stone might at first glance seem best. Sti[, the jeweler
might profit more by a gem of greater cost and the use of the slogan, "Buy
a Real Gift for a Real Mother This Year," in his window display.
Several stones have been suggested as being appropriate for a Mothers'
Day gem. The best suggestions received are amber, amethyst, garne! and
jade. Amber has been suggested because of its rich historical associationsit has long been valued as a gem-and because of its soft beauty. Amethyst
is a good stone for the occasion; its color is fitting for an older woman; also,
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amethyst is a stone easily accessible to every jeweler. Quite a range of colors
is possible if the garnet is chosen; most of its varieties are inexpensive and
easy to secure. Jade is also a likely gem for Mothers' Day. It is a well-known
stone, constantly increasing in appreciation and popularity. It is likewise
a gem revered since ancient times.
Gifts of amber or jade could be had in a greater price range and in
mirre varieties of jewels. The others might harmonize better with grey hair
and with more colors of costumes.

Vote to BeTaken
The American Gem Society members, both Graduate and Associate, and
all others interested are asked for their votes on a Mothers' Day gem. Below is printed a ballot; mark your choice and mail it to the headquarters of
the Society. Be sure to write your name plainly. We will tabulate the votes
and announce the results to everyone who has voted. To Gradunte and Associate Members of the American Gem Soci,etg we will send a central window
feature advertising the gem which is selected. This is one of the two or
more yearly advertising services which the American Gem Soci'etg will supply
to its members. The results of the vote will be published, and the announcement will reach those who have voted at least two weeks before Mothers'
Day, which is May 13. If you are not yet affiIiated with the Amer'ican Gem
Societg, send your $3.50 for membership dues and a subscriptionto Gems &
Gemologg with your vote; thus you w-ill receive the window sign with the
announcement of the results. If your vote is received and you are not a
member of the Society, you will receive only the announcement of the results.
The American Gem Society,
555 South Alexandria Street,
Los Angeles, California.
The following is mg choi,cefor a Mothe'r's Day Gem:
Amber.-.--.---..

--. .----.-.-.-. .-.-t l

Yote for
one only.

Jade--

.tl

I do not faoor anE of the four aboae gems and' suggest'instead:
Other Gem-(-- .-.- -.-.-....--.

-.-.-.--.-. )--.-----Il

Name....-..-....

\-

Address.-..--...
City---------..----( ) I amr not yet a member of the American Gem Society. I enclose $3.50
for my membership and subscription to Gems & Gemolngq. Please send the
window feature when you send me the announcement of the results of this
poll.
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D[.A,MOND X,OUPES
ROBERT M. SHIPLEY
In mg arti,cle on loupes published la,st month, a slight error taas mnl,e
,in th,e add,ress of the CarI Zeiss Co., tahick wus gi.aen a,s Jena,
Switzerland,.
This should. haoe read "Jena, Germnny."-Author'I
note.
Either my article in Geme & Gemologg for January, or articles by me
in jewelry trade magazines, have resulted in an unexpected reaction. A few
readers gathered the impression that a criticism of the very excellent work
of the A.N.R.J.A. Code Committee was intended. The reaction was unfortunate, but it seems, to me at least, to be unfounded. So also is any thought
that either the Institute or I myself hoped to influence an increase by the
Code Authority in the strength of the standard eye-loupe required by the
Code to 10X. Statements by me commending the work of the Code Committee
and calling for the support of the present Code Authority, have been published in this and other journals.
I have repeated these statements before
groups of jewelers and have also made the students of the Institute familiar
with similar statements by including them in an assignment which was
sent. Too much praise cannot be given to the Code Committee for accomplishing the establishment of a standard magnification for loupes. Not only
was a lower standard desired by many, but great pressure was undoubtedly
placed on this Committee to prevent the establishment of any standard whatever. My personal opinion is that the accomplishment of the Committee in
establishing a loupe of seven power, as well as other rules having to do with
the cost and nomenclature of gems, is of exceptional quality and a striking
reflection of the fair and courageous character of its members.
We have been advised that a seven power loupe corrected for spherical
aberration, mounted in an eye cup, will soon be placed on the market by
Bausch and Lomb. This loupe will probably offer to the buyer or dealer
who examines a great many diamonds the added advantage, over the g1.00
Bausch and Lomb loupe mentioned below, of a glass which focuses not upon
a single point, thus relieving the chance of overlooking an imperfection.
However, since it is reported that this loupe will sell for gb.b0 to 96.b0,
it would seem more to the retail jewelers' advantage to spend a couple of
dollars more for a 10X triple aplanat and thus obtain the added protection
so easily available to himself and his customer. Certainly, the advertising
value of featuring added "customer protection" and the additional sense of
security in his own decisions are worth the additional expenditure. Before
the code I recommended a 14X loupe for the latter reason.
For the retail jeweler who exercises extreme care to protect himself
and his customers, I recommend the purchase of a 9X or 10X magnifier, corrected for spherical or chromic aberration, such as is made by Steward,
Zeiss, Spencer, Bausch and Lomb (Hastings type only), Leitz, Busch, and
others, as a hand magnifier, and which is made and registered by the Gemo-
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logical Institute as an eye loupe. These should be selected by him aceording
to his own personal opinion of their respective merits.
As mentioned in my last article, some diamond dealers may have sufficient time and confidence in their own ability that they prefer to use a simple
7X loupe, uncorrected for chromic and spherical aberration, which focuses
upon only one spot within a diamond. For such dealers, it seems entirely
sufficient to recommend the eye loupe No. 81-4I-02 which has been made
for many years by Bausch and Lomb. This consists of two simple lenses
and magnifiea seven times; it can be bought from any material house for $1.

ConfidentialFindingsby LaboratoryTest*
Findings of tests made by the Institute Laboratory regarding various
makes of loupes are contained in the January issue of Gems & Gemologg,
and more will be included in future issues, Several loupes have been tested
in the Institute Laboratory since the publication of the last issue. The
Institute itself is also announcing a loupe. Reports follow:
Bttsch, Germany. Ten power triple aplanat in folding case. The loupe
we received was a very fine one, with an extraordinarily
large lens and a
flat, clear field of view. However, a report has reached us from a student,
that one of these loupes showed a great deal of chromic aberration, which
destroyed the focus. Pri,c.e, abott 96.25.
G. I. A, Registered, Loupe. The best lenses are selected from among
those submitted by the various optical companies and mounted in an eye-cup
made especially for the Institute. Only lenses which meet rigid tests for
focus and correction for chromic and spherical aberration are thus mounted.
Pri,ce 98.75.
E, Leitz; Wetzlar, Germany. 10X triple aplanat. The instrument
checked by the Institute was not satisfactory.
It did not give a sharp focus
at any distance. Some users of Leitz loupes report them to be very satisfactory. Prine 98.00.
Zeiss 10X Ege Loupe. Excellent aplanatic triplet. Holder awkward
and heavy. Entirely impractical for use as eye loupe. Price 98,75.
*G.I.A.

Confidential

Service.

COUR.SESNN PR.ECIOUS STONES
AT CO[,UMTB[A,UNIVER.SITY
PAUL F. KERR
The course is designed to cover the natural occurrence and a description
of the rough forms of gem materials, together with a discussion of the
principal gem producing localities, forms of gem cutting, nomenclature,
classification and principles of simple and rapid gem detection and an outline
of the methods used in appraisal and evaluation. Equipment is available
for illustrating the principles of gem detection and a considerable amount
of demonstration apparatus has been assembled for lecture purposes. The
use of complicated equipment is avoided as far as possible, and the principal
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purpose of such apparatus as is employed is instruction in the rapid and
non-injurious identification of gems.
The Department of Geology and Mineralogy at Columbia University
has included a course on the study of gems and precious stones in its curriculum over a period of twentjr years. Instruction in the subject was first
offered during the Summer Session of 1913. The work at that time was
under the direction of Professor Alfred J. Moses. Professor Moses was
continuously identified with instruction in the subject until the time of his
death in 1920. under his direction a complete collection of gems, precious
stones and ornamental materials was assembled in the Eggleston MineralThis collection is now housed in
ogical Museum of columbia university.
gem material, not only cut stones
of
forms
all
shows
Schermerhorn Hall and
but also rough. Professor Moses showed a g:reat deal of interest in the
subject of gems and precious stones, and not only took part in university
instruction but spent a great deal of his outside time in visiting the numerwent
ous jewelry establishments in New York City. He even voluntarily
art
of
in
the
experienced
fairly
became
and
bench
lapidary's
behina the
cutting and polishing precious stones'
Iiis prolable that Professor Moses stood in the front rank of American
precious stones
mineralogists, not only in the development of the study of
author of a
was
the
He
mineralogy.
in
instruction
but in the systematic
gem stones of context book on mineralogy which includes a description of
"The
siderable value. In addition, he was the author of a booklet, entitled,
Identification of Gems and Precious Stones without Injury to the Specimen"'
in
His name appeared frequently as an author in connection with articles
mineralogy'
journals
with
dealing
technological
Instruction in gems and precious stones was discontinued at columbia
was conUniversity for a short time after the death of Professor Moses. It
increasing support
tinued, however, in 1923, and has been carried on with
since that time. The course is no longer conducted during the summer
Extension DepartSession, as it was at first, but has been transferred to the,
extending
evenings
given
the
during
now
is
ment of the university and
Session.
the
Spring
throughout
jewelry trade
The course is designed primarily for those engaged in the
plecious
stones. A
of
knolrdedge
their
improve
to
wish
who
or for others
jewelry
goodly pumber are enrolled who are in no way connected with the
The
general
knowledge'
fund
of
their
increase
to
desire
but merely
io.inlr.
by beginners'
work is handled in such a manner that it can be taken
years, although
Attendance has varied considerably throughout recent
thirty and forty
it is probable that the averag€ class would number between
350 students have passed
students. In the last t€n years a total of about
is under the direction of
instruction
present
the
At
course.
the
;i;;;t
of Geology and MineralDepartment
the
in
tott, io.to, Krieger, Instructor
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given
in
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is
course
The
writJr.
,"d the
;;
Session; the other
the
Spring
a series of lectures, one each week thloughout
and demonstraexercises
laboratory
of
series
parallel
of
a
fart consisting
"
tions given on ariother night'
Dr. paul F. Kerr;.the author of this article, is a voluntary
Nbtp:
biography of Dr' Kerr
Member of the Advisory Boards of the G. I. A. A
issue'
will appear in the MaY-June
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bfttiery<n-orto@
froberf-A)sbrpt%
THE REGENT
The Pitt diamond, afterwards called the Regent, although one of the
last of the big diamonds to be fcund in India, is one of the most renowned
of gems, both because of the unusual beauty released by the diamond cutters
who fasiioned its present form and also for the fact that once in the rdle
of a quick asset it made possible the establishment of Europe's most remarkable empire. Its artistic merit is acknowledged by a place of honor in the
world's greatest art museum, and its story proves that the history of a
diamond may be interesting without an attendant record of bloodshed.
The diamond weighed, as a rough stone, 410 carats, and it is said that
it was found in the Partial Mines on the Kishtna River about the year 1701
by an Indian slave. The slave, in order to avail himself of the possession
of his treasure, cut a hole in the calf cf his leg and secreted the stone amongi
the bandages. Successfully making his way to the sea coast, he divulged
his secret to an English sea-captain. The story says that he offered the
stone to the skipper in return for a safe passage to a free land and a share
of the proceeds. However, temptation must have proven too great for the
skipper, because during the ensuing passage to Bombay the slave was unfortunately lost overboard-not entirely by accident it is evident.
The skipper then sold the stone to Jamchund, a Parsee merchant, for
about $5,000. Prompted perhaps by a hope of stilling a troubled conscience,
the captain spent the proceeds in riotous living, and very soon thereafter, in
a fit of remorse and delirium tremens, hanged himselt'.
It is a matter of definite record that Jamchund, who was then the best
known diamond merchant in India, did in 1701 approach Thomas Pitt with
this stone, leaving it in his possessiondays at a time in the hope of accomplishing a sale at a price of almost half of a million dollars. Pitt was then
governor of Fort George (Madras) and great-grandfather of Thomas Pitt
of American Revoluticnary fame. No doubt Governor Pitt drove a hard
bargain, although it is quite apparent that he could not have known from
the appearance of the rough stone what color or degree of perfection might
result from its cutting. This risk must always be assumed by the purchaser
of a rcugh diamond. After three months of negotiation, it was purchased
by Pitt for 48,000 pagodas or a trifle more than $100,000 and, valued at
but 6,500 pagodas, sent to England in a British ship.
Governor Pitt, returning to England in 1710, discovered that gossip had
preceded him to the efrect that he had obtained the gem by unfair means
and although it seems to have been publicly reeeived by general incredulity,
the imputation was a source of great worry to him as was, also, the publicity
given to his possession of the stone. The known possession of such a gem
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drew much attention to him, and he is said to have traveled in disguise,
concealing his movements and rarely sleeping two nights in the same bed.
He immediately published a statement of the details of his purchase of
the stone, and when he died was careful to leave the complete narrative,
which it was found necessary to publish 17 years after his death when the
scandal was again unearthed by political opponents of his family.
For seven years Thomas Pitt retained his disturbed possession of this
stone, although during a good portion of this time it was in the process of
cutting and polishing. The original rough stone had weighed 410 Fnglis}
carats; which distinguished it at the time as one of the-larg_est diamonds
ever found. This was before the days of diamond saws and modern methods,
and two years' time was required to fashion this gem. -The resulting stone
weighed but 143.2 metric carats, but the cutting- j-ob is one ol!_the finest
evei accomplished upon any important diamond of the world. The stone is
in a cushion shaped brilliant cut, 1f6 inches long, 1 inch widg, and 7+ of
an inch deep, and contains but one very small imp-erfe-ction.^ The^cleavag-es
a sum variously stated at $30,000 to $45'000--and the
and dust biought
-remains
to this day one of the finest and most brilliant of
resulting gem
known diamonds, surpassing most of those cut by more modern methods.

In 7717 the Pitt became the Regent when Thomas Law, acting as Pitt's
agent, sold this wonderful gem to the Duke of Orleans, then Reg-ent of
France, during the minority of Louis XV. Thcmas Law, afterwards famous
in connection with the Mississippi Bubble, was a Scotch flnancier then at
the height of his power in France, and the stone was purchased for the-crown
jewels. Law thus qualified as one of the world'q great diamond salesmen
iince he accomplished the sale, with anly a model as a sample, for a total
price variously stated to have been $625,000 to $675'000, but received no
cash payment; the French government deposited other jewels as collatral.
At fifst- only the interest was paid, but eventually the account was-closed.
Law received $25,000 commission upon the sale and the deal netted Thomas
Pitt about $500,000 and permanently established the fcrtunes of the Pitt
family which later gave to England the Earl of Chatham.
"Millionaire," was
The Regent, which was also known in France as the
in the crown of-France when Louis XV was coronated, and it caused the
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crown to be known as the most valuable in Europe. After the downfall of
together with
the
the monarchy and the beheading of Louis XVI,
'tyrants" -Regent,
were- shown to the
other art objects belonging to the former
"citoyens" on request. Those, who demanded as-a-right of the sovereign
Deopie a sisht of this national diamond, were admitted to a strong room
wtrere, unddr the eyes of several disguised police,"Millionaire."
-the-y were allo-wed-t^ohold
In 1791 the
in their hand the securely bound and chained
Regent was valued at $2,400,000. For-the-third--time in its history-it was
stol-en-together with the Sancy and the Blue Hope D-iamond-s and many
other treaiures of the gleqrn-v,rfusn, upon the night of September 17, L792,
the Garde Meuble, being carelessly guarded, was entered. With the exception of the Regent, and perhaps the Hope, no other of these gems were ever
recovered.
When the police were despairing of any success' word was received and
quickly verified that the Regint was buried in a ditch in an alley ,of the
ihamps-Elysees, the Fifth Avenue of Paris. Napoleon, then an ambitious
leadef of ti.re people, hoping to increase his threatened pqwe1.and desirous
pawned the stone to Berlin bankers as
of financing his lttarengb campaign,
zh6ise-furniture" incident to the campaign.
security foithe cost of necessaiy
Again,- later, Napoleon borrowed funds upon it from the .governm-ent of
In 1802,he red-eemed
H;na;d for the fiinancing of a subsequent iampaign.
it and wore it in the hilf of his sword at his famous, personally conducted,
coronation as Emperor.
After Napoleon's time the Regent was for a while the shuttle-coek of
political fortu-nes. Carried off to Blois by Marie Louise after the e.rile of
it was handed over to Louis XVIII by he1^f.atlqer,
her husband Napoleon
^Austria.
Louis XVIII fled with it to Ghent in 1815' b-ut
the Emperor of
brought it back when he ascended the French throne. Again-amon-g the
new$ augmented crown jewels of Napoleon III it survived the Second Emcrown jewe.ls were sold
pire
andlhe Prussian war and when the French
'at
"on account of its historical
auction in 1886 the Regent was reserved
"horsevalue" and perhaps, also, belause of its value as possible security for
furniturett or "air-craft fuel" in some future war.
No more convincing proof of the esteem with which peoples -of culture
regard gems as objects-oi art has ever been evidenced than in the case of
this beaiutiful ston-e. France has placed its Regent in the central case in
the Gallery of Apollo, most imporlant gallery of the Loqvre Museum in
Paris. In-discouiagement of rdeketeers-or of authors of detective stories,
it is well to mentio"n that night theft of the Regent is difficult, since the
entire glass case is automaticilly lowered into a vault upon the closing of
the Museum.

T H E S C I E N T N S T S 'V I E W O F
THE CUN.TNYATED PEA[{.L
A. McC. BECKLEY
Says Dr. J. R. Dolphin, M.Sc., A.I.C., F.C.S., A British research chemist,
'Cultured' pearls are 'natuin his article in t}re Encgclopaed,ia Britanni.ca-"
ral'pearls beautified by the scientific control of their formation and growth".
In this statement, Dr. Dolphin apparently reflects the opinion of the majority
of biologists and masters of kindred sciences, These scientists feel that
since the formation and composition of the cultivated pearl is essentially
the same as that of the natural, it is g:enuine.
Louis Boutan, in his famous book Za Perle, d,evotesan entire chapter to
"the three principal methods for obtaining a greater number of genuine
pearls by human intervention". These methods he lists as:
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1.

Mult_iplication by cultivation of the molluscs which produce the
pearls.
2. Multiplic^ation of. the
-number of. pearls -produced by increasing the
causes of parasitic infection. (A parasiiic infection is known Io be
one of the causes of the formation of a pearl.)
3. Multip-lication of pearls by the direct intervention of man. (Inser_
tion of a pearl sac in a second oyster.)
Boutan-who
is Professor-of zoology on the Algiers Faculty of Sciences
-1v1aks5 it clear that he considers pearli produced ly any of
these *Ltrroa.
genuine.
to be
To quote further from Dr. Dolphin's Britanwica article, ,, ,Natural' pearls
are found which contain no central nucleus, and Dr. Alverdes and K.-Mikimoto independently, by. transplanting small sections of the living epithelium
cells fro-m one -oyster_into another demonstrated the development- of -from
pearl
matter,-but such pearls were very inegular in shape, and en[irely free
nucleus". This would ildicate that a pearl.formation was artificially produced without the aid of a nucleus which would probably be classed in-the
trade as a baroque. In hls article, Dr. Dolphin infers that if anything the
cultivated pearl is somewhat superior to the natural. He says that cultivated pearls contain a smaller amount of water than do the genuine-"an
important factor", says he, "after the pearl has dried out".
Dr. H. Lyster Jameson-who has done a great deal of research on the
detection of cultivated pearls-in
the May issue of Nature Magazine says,
"The trade distinguishes difrerent kinds of pearls, according
to shape and
size (fine pearls, baroque pearls, etc.) just as biologists distinguish certain
classes, according to where they arise (parenchyma or mantle pearls, muscle
pearls) , or to the kind of shell material of which they are composed (nacreous
pearls, columnar pearls, hinge pearls, penostracum pearls). All these classes,
some valuable, some worthless, are from the biological point of view pearls.
Biologically speaking the Mikimoto pearl satisfies all the conditions which
go to make up a pearl as defined above".
Dr. Jameson's opinion is one with which the producers of cultivated
pearls naturally would have the general public most familiar, and his statements have been quoted several times in the descriptive literature issued by
these producers. The late Dr. David Starr Jordan, a gr:eat authority on
fishes, and sometime President of Stanford University, has also been quoted
to this purpose. His statement concerning cultivated pearls, as it is frequently quoted in this connection is: "As they are of exactly the same
substance and color as the natural or 'uncultured' pearl, there is no real
reason why they should not have the same value. . . Each sort has the
same luster and sheen, a quality which cannot be imitated by any form of
'Paste' or 'Artificial' pearls. The best method . . . has been carefully
studied
and patents have been taken by Mikimoto."
All these excerpts show the scientists' attitude toward the cultivated
pearl. But the viewpoint of these men is essentially that of the biologist.
They thoughtlessly overlook the protection due to an uninformed pearl-buying
public, which a qualified statement as to their actual value would clarify,
How little these men have been in touch with the gem trade is well illustrated
by the quotation of one more statement from the Encyclopaedi,u Bri,tanni,c,a
article previously mentioned.
"The only method of ascertaining which variety is 'cultured' is to cut
the pearl and examine the cross-section. In the case of the former, the
mother-of-pearl bead can be observed."
The man of science who makes a statement of this sort knows as little
of the development of the trade as the ordinary dealer has known of sciences.
The viewpoint of scientist and merchant must be harmonized.
ItOfg,
This article presents the viewpoint of the scientist toward the cultivated pearl.
That this viewpoint is correct, the Institute doe not agree. In the next issue, it is hoped
that the other side of this question may be set forth by the dealen in genuine natural pearls.
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BIOGR.APHICAN, SKETCHES
DR. RENE ENGEL
ROBERT SHIPLEY,

JR.

The Gemological Institute of America takes pride in announcing as a
member of its Advisory Boards, Dr.
Ren6 Engel, Instructor in charge of
Mineralogy and Geochemistry at the
California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Engel came to America from
Paris, France. The greatest part of
his formal education was in France,
where he took several degrees. He
worked with Dr. Verneuil, who is
famous for his developments in the
manufacture of synthetic corundum,
and also with Professor Moissan in his
experiments in the synthesis of the
diamond. Dr. Engel became associated
with A. Karl, a former student of the
Dr. Rend Engel, mtineraloCur6s, in work with radium. His ingist und geochemist, member
of the G. I. A. Ad.aisot-y
terest in the radio-active elements finBoards.
ally brought him to America, where
he came in search of radium ores.
When his search for these rare ores proved unprofitable, he applied to
the Anaconda Copper Company and was given a position. He served in
various engineering and geological capacities in this company. At the out-War,
Dr. Engel was called to serve in the Chemical
break of the World
Division of the French Army. During the war, he served as a Member of
the French Scientific Commission in the United States, and also as a Member of the Nitrogen Commission in London. After the war he was detailed
as Geologist and Inspector of the Sarre Coal Mines and the Sane-Lorraine
Boundary Commission for the Peace Conference.
In 1919, Dr. Engel returned to America and resumed his work with the
Anaconda Copper Company. Hou'ever, the copper depression caused him to
leave this company in 1923. He accepted the position of Professor of Geology
and Mineralogy at the Oklahoma School of Mines. The next year, he held
a similar position at the New Mexico School of Mines. In 1925, he joined
the faculty of California Institute of Technology.
Dr. Engel has a lively interest in gem stones, and is voluntarily assisting the development of the Institute's facilities for identifying gems. An
article by him on the pleochroism of gem minerals will appear in the next
issue.
Next month: Prof. Paul F. Kerr. of Columbia.
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DIAMONDS
PRESENTED
TO INSTITUTE
ROUGH
The DeBeers Diamond Mining Corporation, desiring to aid in the activities of the G.I.A., has sent very valuable publicity material to the headquarters in Los Angeles. Included were many fine photographs of the mines
and equipment in South Africa, some taken from the air especially for the
The most valuable donation was three rough diamond crystals.
Institute.
One of the crystals is an octahedron, one is a modified dodecahedron, and
the third is a spinel-twin or maacle. These diamonds all show very plainly
the characteristic surface markings of the mineral.
Dr. Alpheus Williams, former General Manager of the DeBeers Mines
and author of the monumental Genesis of the Dinmond,, cabled at the same
time that the Institute had entire permission to use quotations and reproductions of photographs or color plates from his book. The Genesis of the
Diamond,, considered by the majority of mineralogists to be the most valuable
book on the subject in existence, will be reviewed in an early issue.

TO BEHELDIN LOSANGELES
UNIVERSITYGEMCOURSE
A night course in gem stones is announced by Dr. Thomas Clements,
Chairman of the Department of Geology of the University of Southern
California. This course, which is to be given under the auspices of University College, the adult education division of the University, will start on
Monday, April 2, at 7 P.M., and will continue for twelve weeks, classes
being held in Room 406 Bridge Hall, on the campus. Dr. Clements will be
instructor in the course, which carries university credit.
The course is based on the well-known book by Kraus and Holden,
"Gems and Gem Materials." which will be used as a textbook. The material
covered during the twelve weeks will include the elements of crystallography
as applied to gems, the physical properties of gem materials, and the geologic
background of their occurrence. The most important gems will be studied
in detail. Methods of recognizing gem stones and detecting imitations will
be explained. Attention also will be directed to some of the famous gems
of the world and to their history.

This CourseRecommended
Dr. Clements' course, the tuition fee for which is $14.50,will be accepted
as the required gemological training for the American Gem Society. Layman students who complete this course and jewelers who complete it plus
the short sales course of the America,n Gem Society will be eligible for
Grad,uate Membersh'ip in the Society. This U. S. C. course will also be
accepted as full entrance credit to lhe Certified, Gemologist course of the
Institute.
This University of Southern California course is especially recommended
both for beginners and for advanced students who wish to get a different
slant on the study of gems. .Dr. Clements' presentation of the subject is
sure to be clear and concise; he is an excellent teacher.
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SAPPHNR.E
MILTON D. GRAVENDER
'T'HE colors of the sapphire suit well a perfect day in September, the month
r
for which it is the birthstone. This gem, which most us think of in the
varying hues of blue, may almost run the gamut of the spectrum. All of
the numerous colors constituting the gem varieties of the mineral corundum
are known as sapphire with the exception of red. The red variety is ruby.
Sapphires other than blue are all known as fancy sapphires' Among
these are:
Golden Sapphire
Yellou'ish Red.--..----....------------.Bright Orange..-...------,--------'----Padparadscha
Hvacinth Sapphire
Yellowish Red--.----...----------------Sapphire
Reddish Purple..---,-----------'-.---"Almandine
---.--AmethystineSapphire
Violet-.-.---...-.Sapphire
Yellow Green---.-.----.---..------------Chrysolite

h,r.

Because the source of all fancy varieties was formerly the orient, names
"Oriental Amethyst", "Oriental Chrysolite", and
such as "Oriental Topaz",
.,oriental Emerald," have been used by jewelers for them, Scientists consider these terms deceptive and misleading. This practice has unquestionably robbed the sapphire of much of its glory and interest and does not
"cornadd to the desirability of the other stones. That variety known as the
"cashmere
sapphire" is the term
flower" blue is the most highly prized.
"softened"
given to the velvety corn-flower blue color, described as having a
The
secure'
present,
impossible
to
almost
grade
at
is,
appearance. This
"Burma" sapphire has a fine "rich" blue, darker in artificial light'
The
,.ceylon" sapphires occur usually in gray blue to purplish blue, generally
"Montana" sapphires are a pale electric or steel blue
clear and brilliant.
"Australian" sapphires are usually
with a characteristic metallic lustre.
dense, inky blue, often almost black under artificial light, and have a greenish cast. when held to the light. These terms are used in the gem trade and
refer to grades and not necessarily to the locality in which they are found.
The sapphire is said to be the symbol of truth and constancy. Tradition
tells us that it was upon a sapphire that the ten commandments were engraved. The Persians believed that the earth rested on a great sapphire
of which the reflection gave color to the sky. It is known as the celestial
stone.
star sapphires, together with the star rubies, al'e known as asterias,
and have superstitions of their own. As the stone is moved a living star
appears. The three cross bars, which form this star represent faith, hope'
and charity. oriental tradition reveals it as a guiding gem, warding olt
ill omen and bringing good fortune to its owner even aftel the gem has
passed from his possession. Sir Richard Burton, famous explorer of the
last century, and translator of the Arabian Nights, owned a large star sapphire whicir he considered his talisman because it brought good horses and
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prompt attention wherever he went. The reward for such attention was a
view of the stone, The Orientals believed that good luck was sure to follow.
J. Pierpont Morgan purchased and presented to the American Museum
of Natural History in New York the sapphire asteria known as the "Star of

The Star of. Ind'in. Weight, 543 carats, Qourtesg:
American Museum of Natural Historg.
It is most remarkable for both size and perfection of star. It
India".
weiEhs
"The543 carats.
ary found in
principal source of star s?pphires is Ceylon.- T-he-ycolors vaiying irom a pronounced blue to pale grey. .Probably because the
star is as a result of the inclusions which they contain, asterias are never
peifectlv transparent. The more distinct the star appears under a direct
iiEht the more valuable the stone.
Cevlon is also the principal source of fancy colored sapphires, although
*unv"ft*t"r"" been found in Mohtana. Siam is said to furnish half the world's
sapphires. Quantities are also found in_Ceylon, Australia, Burma,
n""
The supply from Cashmere in Upper India is almost exu"a Mo"i"ni.
hausted.
Sapphires are most beautiful and durable stones, be-causethey are exceptionaily brilliant, very hard, and do not fracture easily.
Facts About Gem'stones'
.f"t- is an excerpt from Mr. Gravender's booklet, Fascinating
cusamong jewele6'
as a popular handbook- for distribution
wfrici--fras- l"Lo p""par"a
writing
to the Institute.
by
ihe booklet may be secured
"oncemire
i"fo.-ationio*""".

OF DIAMONDMARKET
REPORT
MONTHLY
OPTIMISTIC
CUTTERS
ANTWERP
the last month, and almost
The London market reported- few sales of cut stons during
is holcling. no sights until March or April ;
ffre Oiamontl Cmporatrqn
"i "o"gft.
."".prsent
The London corrGpondent
inactive.
is
at
roogrr
p"ir.ipal
of
ioods
source
"C.fg"ii;'r'iiiira
rr."".,-trro
jt'if,"
magazine seems to re.gard the bad state of the.diamond
t"austri
-because the Americans are not buving, and
America
tauit-ot
the
i."rii.t.-i"-Ui'largelv
itt.i" dollu will not stabilize'
ii."",i"L
"""-i"ii""'""0-lirti".
and a few
been keeping the- Antwerp market-alive,
U"v.^-have
most of the inferior roush is cut. - The larse
i. Antwerp
f-r"?.Jt tf,:r"..
rri*
A*.;l;;;
January
in
the
reported
we
borporation_which
Ly'Jh" bi"-ord
i"k;;-a*";i"-o1ia-"
so it 1s logical to suppose that a large part of it
a."1"""tr"-*ut.iitl,
i*'i"?^r'"r"?i"i'^l-!""
dealers
qualities'
p.oorer
The-Antwerp
of th*"
".a "n."tlo;il-;;'t";
;;:;J-i;;;;i,
co'oia .ot get _credit._ Dic Deutsche Gold.schmiade-zei'tuns
because-ihel
i;;;ble
;";;'h""#
difficultv.
this
which eliminate
t"" been fomed
"""."i"ti."
;';;;;tt
i.ii.="t'"-iiiii
T h e A m s t-w""r.;
e r d a m " ' t t " " " , . " * t ' o _-ileta-i,
' h " . d l " t h " f i . " . r o u g h , h a v e b e e n q u i t e fallinc
i n . a c t i vnumber
e.An
of sales
to bolster the
,.e^"i..ai*
". rtt"*pt
*rri"h iras
*a"Let. proved verV disappointing'
ir-ifri"
improved.over las.t month' although
rn general, the diamond -;;;;f';;;;;;'"eems-sliehtlv
buy.rs.' No especial activitv is vet reDorted
1.rc.t;';;;-Sit"" A*"ian
thi";.;k;-;;;;;;;a.d
the dollar' the rate of exchanse
i"u"tu"t-i""^of
ift"
to u6 by the American -ttF"i]
The resulting
if""lo". to $68'00 to the 100 florins'
has gone from $40.25 to tn"^'itlb d"-fgi"oto Mr' A' Kirsh, diamond imaccording
market,
A;;;i;";
increase o{ diamond prrces rn 1;;
porter, is about 650,/o
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STR"IAE IN

SYNTT]tETICSROBERT SHIPLEY,

JR.

Curved zones of color, of bubbles, or of striae in corundum and spinel
had come to be regarded as deflnite proof of the synthetic character of
the stone in which they appeared. It became accepted as a
corollary that straight zon€s
were proof of a genuine stone.
Newer synthetics placed on the
market have almost straight
zones, as the accompanying microphotograph illustrates. This
microphotogtaph was taken by
the writer, of one of the new
alexandritelike
corundums in
the possession of the Gemological Institute. The magnification
used in making the photograph
was approximately 200X.
Mi.eropltotograph of one of the new
This recent appearance of
sgnthetics, shoraing
the nearlE
the straight zones in synthetics
straight striae. Takcn in G.LA. Labis no cause for alarm. As gemoratorA.
ology devises tests for detection,
makers of substitutes then work
to overcome them. These newer synthetics would be almost impossible to
distinguish under any magnifier of less than 100 power, lut wittr correct
microscopic equipment, their determination is quite easy. The patches of
characteristic spherical bubbles peculiar to synthetics u"" p"u."rrl in these
later-manufactured stones. The bubbles are smaller and more difficult to
locate than they were in earlier synthetics, but they will succumb to 200
magnifications or more.
Internal cracks caused by rapid cooling iikewise seem to have been
eliminated in many synthetics of recent manufacture. The stone of which
the accompanying microphotograph was taken, showed no such cracks either
within the body of the stone or near the juncrions of the facets. Moreover,
there are but a very few bubbles. These are so small in size that about
700 magnifications are necessary to be sure ot' their spherical shape and
characteristic appearance.
The structure lines which are illustrated here are quite visible. They
are also quite distinctively lines of synthetic corundum, in spite of their
*G.I.A. Research Service. Certified, Gemologi,sts wilt be issued yearlu Research Certificates
upon the passing of an examination.
Study material for this examinaiion
is includetl in the
above alticle.
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straightness. An inexperienced judge might pronounce the stone genuine
from the straight lines, but a man who had handled many synthetics would
seldom be fooled, There is a sweep to these structure lines which is never
found in a genuine stone. In a genuine, the lines are more sharp-edged
in their outlines, and they lack the continued sweep of the lines in syn"silk", which is easily recognized
thetic material. Sometimes such lines are
and never occurs in synthetics.
It is becoming more difficult to distinguish between synthetic and
genuine corundum without proper equipment. As a result, synthetics are
The synthetics used in
appearing in more important pieces of jewelry.
quality,
jewelry
often
of Oriental cutting.
of
the
best
course,
are, of
finer
Some have appeared in jewelry of a style in vogue before the advent of
synthetics !

GroupsProgress
VocationalResearch
Two of the California Vocational Research Groups are ready to take
the Qualifaing Certif.eil Gemologist examination-these are the Los Angeles
and Berkeley organizations. Several members of the Huntington Park
group attended the laboratory class at the Institute Headquarters last
Thursday night.
The Cleveland members have completed the assignment on refraction
and are looking forward to the examination for Grailuate Members A.G.S.

in America
fadeiteThoughtDiscovered
A specimen, found near the sea coast of southern Oregon, was received
recently at the Institute. At a casual glance, it appeared to be quartz. It
was colorless and translucent, a water-worn pebble about two inches across.
Its specific
However, upon closer examination it proved not to be qtartz.
gravity was 3,5 by a hasty reading on the Jolly balance. The specific gravity
of quartz is less than 2.'i. Further tests indicated that the mineral was
jadeite. Knowing its source, this seemed impossible. But the determination
was tentatively set at jadeite, and the mineral is now to be analyzed chemically, and a Becke test for refractive index is to be made.
The finding of jadeite on an American continent would be of great
importance, especially from an historical and archaelogical standpoint. The
ancient inhabitants of the North and South American continents, the Aztecs,
Mayas, and Incas, left behind them ornaments of both jadeite and nephrite.
Sources of nephrite have been found in Mexico, Central and South America.
Professor Schlossmacher, in Bauer's EiLelsteinkun'il'e,mentions a report of
the finding of jadeite in Mexico, but he discredits the report. Should this
specimen received from Oregon prove definitely to be jadeite, it may constitute the first proven mineralogical occurrence of jadeite on this continent.
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THE TOUGHNESS OF GEMTSBecause almost all the mineral species whose varieties are cut as gems
are listed in mineralogical classification as brittle, certain gems are in
danger of becoming regarded as very fragile. This is a mistaken supposition, for the mineralogical classification of brittle does not imply that all
the brittle minerals are fragile.
The term brittle, used in a mineralogical
sense, does not mean a fragile substance. It indicates merely a degree of
elastieity, as a glance at the classification shows. The mineralogical degrees of elasticity are:
t. Flerible; when a mineral can be bent without breaking and remains
bent.
2. Ductile: when a mineral can be drawn out into wire.
3. Malleable,' when the mineral can be sliced with a knife, and the
slices can be flattened with out with a hammer.
4. Sectile; when a mineral can be cut with a knife, but flies to powder
when struck with a hammer.
5. Bri,ttle; when a mineral powders upon an attempt to cut it.
Almost all of the minerals which produce gems are listed under the
brittle classification. But it is easily seen that the term brittle refers tro
the degree of workability of a mineral rather than to its toughness. Indeed,
of the flexibile minerals, which from their position at the head of the table
seem to be the toughest group, talc is a member. Yet talc, or soapstone,
as it is more commonly known, is anything but a durable mineral.
Under the fifth classification, brittle, mineralogists make three further
divisions. These are:
A. Friable; when a mineral is easily separated into grains. An example of this is found in koalin; or china-clay.
B. So/t,'when the mineral offers little or no resistence to scratching
or breaking. Graphite is an example.
C. Tough; when the material is difficult to break or to scratch. Almost
all of the gem-materials appear in this classification.
Gemologists further divide the mineralogical classification of tough
stones, listing them as either tough or fragile. Therefore, topaz, which
mineralogically falls under the tough subdivision of brittle stones, is gemologically classed as frd,gile.
From this discussion, the main point to remember is that the term
It merely indicates
brittle does not imply that a mineral lacks durability.
that the mineral is of an elasticity which does not permit it to be worked
with tools in the manner in which metals are worked. Gem-minerals are
in the tough division of brittle minerals, and their durability in comparison
with the majority of minerals is excellent. In fact, in Dano,'s Tentbook of
Mineralogy, nephrite which falls in t}re brittle classification of minerals is
declared to be "extremely tough".
*This is an A.G.S. Rsearch
Groduate Members of the Society and. Certifieil
Service.
Gemologi.sts will be issued Yearly Reeearch Certif,catee upon the pusing of an examinatiou.
Study materisl for this examination is ineluded in the article above.
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LAYMEN
GROUPS
HEARGEMOLOGICAL
LECTURES
The Kiwanis Clubs of America seem to be the first national group to
become interested in the new science of gernology. Mr. Earl McBath] Gr'a.d,uate Member of the American Gem Societg, has-been requested by a'Chicago
glapt-er of this-orgjlnizati_on Lq lp-eat on the subject of gems someiime duriig
March or April. Rolert M. Shipley, Jr., of the-Institute staff, addressed th-e
combined Kiwanis Clubs oI Southgate and Walnut Park, California, at their
meeting on January 15. Readers will recall the announcement in the January number, of Mr. F. Otto Zeitz'speaking before another Kiwanis group in
Chicago.
Nor are the Kiwanis the only persons interested. The sixty members
of a women's club of Sioux City, Iowa, asked Wilson T. Clark to adiress them
o^n tlr^e !u!ject-of_ gems; b!" tutt was delivered February 28. Qualifying
Certified Gemologist John Vondey_tbrew_caution to the winds and-appeired
before the Mineralogical Society of San Bernardino, California at thiii February meeting. The report is that Mr. Vondey withstood the rnineralogists'
barrage of questions without noticeable difficulty.
Grad,uate Members and, Stu.dents of the American Gem Societg, and
Stuients of the Gernological Institute, rnay secure prepared talks tithout
charge. Two of these are finished and ready to be mbiled to prospective
speakers upon application to the Educational Publicity Department of the
4merican Gem Society, 555 South Alexandria Avenue, Los Angeles, California. These are:
Talks available to qualified persons:
1. The Dinmond. Concerning the qualities which produce its value, and
the stability of its value in comparison with other commodities.
2. Imitation Gems anl Their Detection. Explains simply the use of
hardness points, the refractometer, and the dichroscope, with special reference to substitutes for rubies and emeralds. This talk was written especially
for delivery before a men's organization. This talk, when given before the
Kiwanis Club of Southgate, was very well received.
Several other lectures are being prepared and may be secured in the
near future from the Educational Publicity Department. These include:
l. The Diamond and, Other Gem Stones. Their formation and the deposits in which they are found.
2. Famous Diamond,s of the Wo'rld,. Stories of the magnificent historical diamonds, and the hatred, war, love and fortune which they carried
in their trains.
3. The Romance of Gems.
Several talks of carefully prepared subject matter are available to all
Grad,uate Members and. Associate Members af the American Gem Societg.
These are not so carefully prepared and so diligently checked for inaccuracy
as are the preceding titles, but they are popular in nature and are well
above the standard of similar articles previously offered by trade associations. These are:
L Durmond Buying. Hints for the layman who plans to purchase a
diamond.
2. Diamonds in Jewelry, The diamond described as a basis of the
jewelry trade.
3. Rubg. Its sources, qualities, and the romance attached to this gem.
4. Colombia ctnd,the Emerald. The emeralds of Cortez, and the Columbian mines from which they came.
5. Chinese Jad.e. The jade markets of Canton and Peking. The love
of the Chinesefor this gem.
6. The Roma,nceof Rings. Some of the history and the association of
one of the oldest forms of jewelry.
7. Platinum. Its properties and its applications, especially in jewelry.
These talks may likewise be secured by writing to the Educational
Publicity Department at the above address.
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SEI,ECTED BIBN,NOGR.APHY
(Conti.nued, from

last issue)

. . .EgOlannlian: $9U .lccompanies First Portion in Jarrunrg Issue
***
Daly, Reginald Aldworth
Our Mobile Earth. N. Y. Scribner, 1926. (Contains the substance
of a course of pub\c lectures, given during January, 1g2b, at the
Lowell Institute of Boston.)
*** Emmons, William Harvey
General Economic Geology. N. Y. (etc.) McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1922. Contains Bibliographies.
**** E4{t_rgrs, William Harvey; Thiel, George A.; Staufrer,
Clinton R.;
Allison, Ira S. Geology. N. Y. and London. McGraw-Hill Book
"References"
Co., Inc., 19_32.
at end of most of the chapters.
**** Emmons, William Harvey
The Principles of Economic Geology. N. Y. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., etc. 1918. References at end of some of the chapters:
bibliographical post-notes.
x** Geikie, Sir Archibald
The Founders of Geology. London and N. Y. MacMillan & Co..
Ltd.. 1897.
*** Geikie. James
Structural and Field Geology for Students of Pure and Applied
Science. N. Y. Van Nostrand. 1920.
* Grabau, Amadeus William
A Text Book of Geology. Boston, N. Y. (etc.) D. G. Heath & Co..
1920-21. 2 Vol. Volume 1, Gen6ral Geology; Volume 2, Historicai
Geology. _AIso qublished under title-"A
Comprehensive Geology.,'
t+**+ Gregory, John
Walter
$-e-o-log1of Today; a popular introduction in simple language.
Philadelphia, J. R. Lippincott Co., London. Seeley Service Co.,
Ltd., 1915. New and revised, London. Seeley, 1925.
***x* Grew, Edwin Sharpe
Th6 Marvels of Geology. The story of the making of the earth,
with some account of prehistoric animal life; all told in non-technical language. Phil. J. B. Lippincott Co. London. Seeley Service
& Co.. 1918.
***** Hotchkiss. William Otis
. . . - qtoly of a Billion Years. N. Y. Century, 1932.
+**
Joly, John
Radioactivity and the Surface History of the Earth.
Oxford.
Clarendon Press. 1930.
(To be continued)

BOOK

R.EVIEWS

\ROBERT M. SHIPLEY
Bauer's "Edelsteinkunde" (Precious Stone Science). A new work by prof.
schlossm-acher_,Director, Mineralogical-Petrographic institute, of Konilsberg.
Published by Bernhard Tauchnitz, Leipzig, Germany. RMb8.0d (about $ZS.ZO).
Obtainable from the G.I.A. Book Depaltment.
(Conthrueil on nert page)
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The first edition of this work was a quarto volume published in 1896
by P_rofessorDr. Max Bauer of the Mineralogical Institute of the University
at Marburg, Germany. A second edition was published in 1906.
The first edition was translated into English in 1903 by Dr. L. J. Spencer,
editor of the English Mineralogical Magazine, Keeper of the Mineials at
the British Museum, and a Member of an Advisory Board of the G.I.A.
Dr. Spencer in fact became co-author of the English text, which although
now somewhat out of date, was long considered the most valuable English
work on gems.
This third edition, in German, was first published in pamphlets during
its preparation in the years 1928 to 1932. It contains 120 more pages than
the 751 pages of the previous edition and because much of this edition is in
greatly reduced type size, it contains much more material. The eight excellent color plates of the original edition are repeated with the addition of
one, much inferior in quality, depicting synthetics. Many valuable photographs have been added to the original text.
The work is more technical than the previous edition, Bauer apparently
having much more direct contact with actual gems than has Schlossmacher.
The latter has obtained many valuable first hand personal opinions from
producers, euttersr' trade associations, and dealers.
He begins with a new and excellent introduction on geology, especially
its eruptive phases. Another addition is a section of elementary mineralogy
and crystallography, which includes the latest theories of the atomic crysHi follows Michel in including an exposition of the effect of
tal structure.
X-rays, cathod€ rays, violet rays and radium on g:ems.
The second part contains a description of the diamond which covers
183 pages and to which have been added descriptions of the new sources
of diamond discovered since the last edition. The author incorporates the
theories of Goldschmidt regarding the genesis and crystallography of the
diamond with perhaps too little consideration of the opinions of other
authorities. Then follow sections on the other principal gem species containing valuable material, upon a foundation in many cases the exact text
of the second edition. New sources are well covered, although I believe some
errors have been made in reporting new occurrences as gem material, which
could hardly be classed as gem material, at least in the trade.
German market prices of gems freely quoted are already of ne,gligible
value. In many casei, specific gravity and refractive index of individual
color and gem varieties of the same species are given; not figures covering
the entire species; as is customary in many texts.
Ten pages are devoted to cultivated pearl; but to glass and -other imitations and substitutes, little has been added except a rather weak section on
synthetics.
The fashioning of colored stones section is the result of valuable contracts with lapidaries. Of extraordinary value are the many references to
authorities and their works, and the listing of confusing or deceptive tradenames.
As always, some errors have apparently crept in. The green semitranslucent garnet from South Africa is mentioned in one place as andradite
and in anotlier as grossularite. Synthetic alexandrite is apparently classed
as a synthetic commercial gem stone, together with ruby., sapphire, and spinel,
and Uter the statement is made that it is but a scientific experiment.
While probably not as practical as sev€ral other works on this subject
and not of is mucli value to the jeweler unless he has studied over a period
of many years, or completed an organized course in gemology,-it is, in my
opinionl by far'the most complete and valuable wor\ on the s-ubject i^n-print.
Olher woiks which have been published in special fields or for speeial purposes, are much more valuable,-but this will remain as the monumental text.
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MAKE YOUR OWN DICHROSCOPE
W. R. LEONARD

\".

Students of gemology, especially those who have the facilities of a
work-shop, have been building their own dichroscopes. The dichroscope is a
very useful instrument, quick and simple in operation and positive in its
results. For this reason many gemologists
have been buying the dichroscope as the first
piece of apparatus for a laboratory. A few
have chosen to build their own instruments
and some of their results were quite satisfactory.
It is quite a simple matter to build a dichroscope. The
essential parts are a length of thin-walled tubing, a small
lens, and a piece of calcite. The calcite is the most imDichroscope
portant part of the instrument, so it should be selected and
toith special
fashioned with the greatest care. Clear, easily cleavable
attachment
f or hoLd.i.ng
calcite suitable for this work may be bought from the
stone.
Gemclogical Institute of America, or Ward's Natural Science Establishment. A piece at least one-quarter of an inch on a side and
one inch long is required.
Calcite cleaves very readily along the planes of a rhombohedron. That
.
is,_it_can be cleaved to folm aqqroximatilg a distorted square. In making
a_dichroscope,the c,alcite should be cleaved to a shape about B,/16,,x8/l6,,xL;.
However, if difficulties in cleaving the calcite are encountered. the prism
may be made as short as Yz" inlength. An ordinary kitchen kni?e is a good
instrument to use to cleave the calcite. The knife is placed upon the block
of the mineral along a direction parallel to one of the faces. Then the back
of the knife is struck sharply with an iron rod or a small hammer. If the
calcite cleaves smoothly, leaving a flat, shiny surface, it is not necessary to
polish it. However, some persons prefer to have the ends of the caicite
prism squared up. This can be done by grinding the ends square on an
iron lap, using alundum powder, then finishing the ground surfaces ro a
high polish by- rubbing them on a glass plate covered thinly with red rouge.
A bright finish can then be added by gently burnishing the calcite with- a
fine-grained chamois skin. The squared ends to the calcife prism add slightly
to the clearness of the image seen through the dichroscopi.
The tube to house the calcite prism should be at least l1/2" long and at
least Yz" in inside diameter. Brass tubing is the most satisfactory. The
walls of the tube should not be more than fr" thick. The length anl inside
diameter may be slightly larger than these dimensions, to suit the material
accessible.
An ordinary bottle cork is cut to fit tightly inside the tube; the cork
should be the same length as the calcite prism. Then the eork is cut out
with a sharp knife so that the calcite prism will fit inside it. This makes
the simplest and most satisfactory mounting for the calcite. It is not necessary to cement the calcite to the cork if the cork is cut so as to fit tightly.
*G.I.A-

Confidential

Service.

Articles

regarding

various laboratory

equipmeut

will

follow.
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If cement is needed, ordinary glue is quite satisfactory to use to cement
the prism firmly inside the tube.
The lens should be small enough to fit inside the tube. [t should be
not more than 7 power, with a focal length of about 1Ys inches. The mounting of the lens in the tube must be largely left to the individual.
Some of
the students who have the facilities have mounted the lens between two
metal rings which are machined to fit tightly inside the tube. If it is not
possible to machine such rings, cork and cement may be used. One ingenious
student used two rings of thin cardboard.
The caps to fit over the ends of the tube should be made of sheet brass,
about a16-"
thick. If tools for working sheet metal are not available, strong
cardboard can be made to serve. However, the cardboard does not make a
durable construction and should be avoided if possible.
' The shape of the holes in the caps of the dischroscope is important.
The opening nearest the lens should be circular and large enough to allow
the image from the lens to pass through it. The most satisfactory size for

Detail of d,ichroscope;sca'leactu,al size. Showing projections of end caps.

this hole is L/8"to Yr" in diameter. The opening in the opposite cap-that
is the one away from the lens-should be perfectly squar€. It should be
1f" on a side, never should it be more than a/e" square.
The cap with the circular opening may be mounted as soon as the
calcite prism and the lens are firmly in place. The mounting of the caps
ofrers a problem for the builder's ingenuity. If no better means are available, the cap may be fastened on satisfactorily with metal cement.
The fastening of the cap opposite the lens should be the last operation
in the constructing of the dichroscope. It should be held in place by hand
while the builder looks through the eye-piece. Through the eye-piece, two
images of the square in the opposite cap will be seen. The cap should be
turned about until these two squares are quite distinct from one another.
The squares may be aligned so that they appear corner to corner, or they may
be placed side by side, as the builder desires.
After the cap with the square hole is lined up correctly, it should be
fastened to the tube in the same manner as the opposite cap was fastened.
Then the dichroscope is ready for use.
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A GENIOLOGICAI, ENCYI,OPEDNA
(Contitrued frorn last issue)
HENRY

E. BRIGGS. Ph.D.

Streak
The streak or streak powder is often used to help identify a mineral.
The streak or streak powder is the powder abraded from the sample when
it is rubbed on a harder substance,r,:The color of most streak powders is
white to greyish white, althoug:h some minerals have other colors. The streak
of hematite is red.

Fractu
re
The fracture of a mineral is the breaking of it on a line which is not
parallel to the cleavage plane of the mineral. That is if the cleavage of a
mineral is in one direction only-say it is parallel to the base of the crystal
-then the fracture would be the breaking of the mineral in a direction say
at right angles to the base.
The fracture is sometimes used to determine a gem crystal and is described as conchoidal (shellJike), sub-conchoidal, splintery, uneven, etc.

Cleavage
Minerals are often found to part along certain definite planes and can
be split along these lines. This is called cleavage. Some minerals have a
single cleavage plane, as the topaz, the cleavage plane of which is parallel
to the basal pinacoid, and which is called basal cleavage. Other mineral
may have many cleavage planes and as in the diamond or in fluorite, where
the cleavage planes are parallel to the faces of the octahedron; such cleavage is called octahedral cleavage.
Cleavage may be described as perfect, imperfect, highly perfect, easy
other
such terms all of which rnerely describe the ease or difficulty with
and
which a certain mineral may be cleaved. Cleavage is usually characteristic
of the mineral although it is often more perfect in one sample than in
another.
The cleaving of a mineral is done by first determining the plane of the
cleavage and then by cutting a slight niche or scarfe into the mineral along
the cleavage plane, into which a sort of chisel is placed and struck a light
but deft blow. The cleaving of a mineral successfully is something of an
art. It is often made use of by lapidaries to avoid sawing as the cleaving
is quicker and hence cheaper. Especially in diamonds cleaving is resorted to
and it is really an art all by itself in the diamond cutting industry.

Parting

"false cleavage".
Sometimes the parting of a mineral is spoken of as
planes
is
due to polyand
often
along
certain
It is the parting of minerals
synthetic twining. It may also be caused by pressure.
Parting as well as cleavage should be taken into consideration when
gem
is cut as in some minerals it is important to have the cleavage plane
a
in a certain direction in a cut gem so as to'give the gem the utmost in
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strength. However the optical properties of the mineral must also be taken
into consideration and sometimes it is impossible to have the gem properly
oriented both from an optical and physical standpoint of view.

SpecificGravity
The specific gravity of a substanee is the ratio of its weight as compared
with the weight of an equal volume of water at 39 degrees Fahrenheit.
The specific gravity of solids can easily be determined with an ordinary
balance type scale as follows: Weigh the sample in air, jot down on a paper
the weight in air. Now fill a vessel with distilled water, which is large
enough to allow the scale pan to be immersed in it and so that the sample
in the scale pan will be completely immersed. Place the vessel full of water
under the seale pan and into it pour enough sand or such substance to just
balance the scale again. Now thoroughly wet the sample with distilled
water and place it in the scale pan which is immersed in the water, and, be
sure the mineral sample is completely immersed,. Now add weights to the
the opposite pan in the usual way until the scale is balanced. The weights
in the pan when the scale is balanced is the weight of the specimen in water.
Jot down this weight and we are ready to make our calculations. Subtract
the weight in water from the weight in air and the difference will be the
weight of a volume of water equal to the volume of the sample. Now divide
the weight in air by the difference just mentioned (the weight of an equal
volume of water) and the result will be the specific gravity.
As an example we will assurne that a crystal weighs 7 grains in air. We
suspend it in water and weigh it and find it then only weighs 5 grains. We
then subtract 5 from ? and get 2 grains the weight of a volume of water equal
to that of the crystal. We now divide 7 by 2 and get a dividend of 3.5 which
is the specific gravity of diamond.
Specific gravity may also be measured with one of the many balances
which are especially made for that purpose or by the suspension method. The
suspension method consists of placing the gem in a heavy liquid. If the gem
floats in the liquid it shows that the specific gravity of the gem is less than
that of the liquid. If the gem sinks in the liquid to the bottom, it shows the
specific gravity of the gem is greater than that of the liquid. When he specific gravity of both the liquid and the gem is the same, the gem will be suspended midway between the bottom and top of the liquid. This test is of
value where the sample is too small to test in the usual way as outlined above.
The liquids which are usually used in this test are: Strong brine (salt
and water) used to test the sp. gr. of amber. Methylene iodine, the specific
gravity of which is 3.31 maximum (undiluted), Potassium mercuric iodide,
specific gravity, 3.L96; Cadmium borotungstate, specific gravity, 3.284;
Barium mercuric iodide, specific gravity, 3.58; Thallium silver nitrate' specific gravity, 5.0 (this is a solid at ordinary temperatures but is liquid at
?0 degrees centigrate and may be used at this temperature).
A mixture of thallium malonate and thallium formate known as Clerici
solution has a specific gravity of 4.65 is easily diluted with water and may be
used to take a wide range of tests for this reason. The specific gravity of
any of the solutions may be measured by any of the several methods such as
with the Westphal balance etc.
(To be conthweil)
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HO\M TO BUY DIA.MONDS
by ROBERT

M. SHIPLEY

This is thc first of a series of articles by Robert M. Shipley on the subject ..How to
Buy Diamonds".
Another series will consist oI articles _e_xplaining how a iustomer may
be3t select a diamond. This latter series will be entitled ..Hily to Select a Diamond", anh
each article_after its appearance will be immediately republished in pamphlet form and
will be obtainable by both Associate and Craduate Members of thc A. G-. S. ior distribution
as pamphlets to their customers.
The other series of short articles will consist ol information of value to the merchant
who. is maintaining or wishes to establish a diamond de_partment. This must necessarily
begin with elementary instructions as it must be of valie to the person who has never
before-bougfrt-or
sold diamonds as well as to the person more experienced in such
activities.-Editor's
Note.

A purchase of diamonds for resale to the public requires a reasonable
amount of technical knowledge and practical experience if the merchant
wishes to be considered a "diamond man" by his customers. The time may
come when the public prefers to buy trade-marked diamonds, but that development in the history of jewelry merchandise will not occur until the great
majority of retail merchants prefer to transfer entirely the asset-which is
the personal confidence of their customers-to
trade-marked merchandise.
Although sueh a transfer would lessen the many responsibilities of the
jeweler by relieving him of the necessity of knowledge of diamonds, the
majority of such retail merchants believe that the very survival of the
jeweler as a special merchant in the business life of the country depend.s
upon his maintaining this personal confidence of his customer and not delegating it completely to advertising lines. whether or not this is a wise decision,
it is not my province to say. Unless the A.G.S. or some other medium can
develop and maintain some method of publicity whereby diamonds can be
made more desirable to the American public and kept interesting to them,
it is probably much better that the distribution of diamonds pass into the
hands of two or three large firms who, by establishing and maintaining prices
on trade-marked merchandise may be able to afford the advertising cost
necessary to develop the aforementioned desire and to maintain the said
interest.

Trade-Marked
Diamonds
If one choosesto sell only trade-marked diamonds, he will succeed best
if he has absolute confidence in the firm from which he buys, accepts their
descriptions of the diamonds sold to him, and makes his sales on the assurance to his customer of the reliability and accuracy of that firm and its
trade-mark. As before mentioned, his problem is greatly simplified and
his necessary efort curtailed. He sells his customer confidence in the integrity, knowledge, and buying power of the firm which owns the trade-mark.
This seems almost an ideal method, but its drawback, which is pointed out
by many merchants, is that after he has built confidence in this trade-mark,
his customer may find it easier to buy in department stores or from specialty
merchants other than jewelers.
However, distribrrtors of trade-marked
diamonds have, until the A.G.S. campaign, been the only agency using desirecreating publicity.
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A DiamondMan'sEquipment
The first thing a jeweler who wishes to create confidence in his own
knowledge and ability should buy is one or mor,e diamond loupes_or hand
magnifieis. Eye loupes are usually preferred because the merchant has
become accustomed to one during his work at the bench as a watchmaker
or repair man. Hand magnifiers are becoming more commo_nly-used,-but
it is dbubtful whether they will supercede the eye loupe. The Jewelers' Code
at present specifies the use of a 7X loupe to be used in grading diamonds.
"trained eye" required by the code, it is possible
If lhe merchant has the
for him to use the ?X loupe which has long been manufactured by Bausch
and Lomb, consisting of two lenses mounted in a two-section eye loupe which
is sold by material houses for $1.00.
I would recommend to the merchant who wishes to be careful that imnever be found in his diamonds by ang person using ongr ?X
nerfections
'toupe.
and who also wishes to appear to his customers in a professional
iiEtit.'to purchase also a 10X triplet, corrected for chromic and spherical
a6eriatioir. These may be obtainid 6ither in eye cups or qs hand magnifiers---either of which may be obtained from the Gemological Instltute _orcan
,""" t" "li"itr.d fto* an-y material house. They cost from 95.50 to $12.50.
For the merchant who has elected to establish confidence in his own
integrity, accuracy and knowledgp, and prefers- to- .buy diamonds .in the
loiri"liii"" - markel, either mounted or unmounted, this series of articles is
This merchani must, in selling diamonds, first-sel-l confidence
;;;il";d.
in liis own knowledge of diamonds, ability to b-uy them at the lowest prrce
qualit"v, and accurac-v in making his selections. Therefore., it
i;;tth" ;i"*
t,li t'im to supilv himself with these loupes and other
iJ^ni"i ;;;;;d;t
tools of a diamond merchant.
First among these tools is a diamond scale. These -may be.purchased
t"o- a"v i"*Lt"-".' material house and there are a number of them which
depending upon the amount of money the merchant
i"."fimended
;;;-6
wishes to place in this equipment.
Recommend,ations
Portable. Folds into case which may be carried in the pocket'
Not so accurate a balance as the following two' Price $13'50'
Kohlbush. A fine balance, enclosed in a glass case'Price $75'00'
Chainomatic. Finest diamond scales available' Iine adjust-"nts t"uy be made without gpen:Irg^qh^eglass case in which t}re
balance is-contained. Price: New $150.00; good used Ohainomatrcs
about $100.00.

NecessarY
Other Accessories

The real diamondmerchant should also possessa lVloegauge. -This is
the .approximatew-eight of a mounted diamond
u gu,igJ b;;hi"h-i;;btainea
i"3-it. #easurementr*uA" Uy ttr6 gauge. A Moegauqe^nlay.be.purchased
from anv larEe material house at a price around $4'Uu'.rnclutlrngrf,s actunt".. It is also of use in measuring diamondsfor
;;;;r;;i";t?or.-tf
tt'" next necessitvis a gooil.diffused light
;;#;';;;?";ii;;-;f-;;ati"g.
"."ii[tf" ur por"-ilt". For this reason a north tight--is usual-Iy
;;i".t'6;i;.
light
,L.otii*""aJa- It is "ot'a"iiiuUt" to examine diamonds in a direct from
fi;; i"o- ,r, "t".tii" lisht or the. sun-,or the direct reflections
;;;i;;
9!
.ittr.i,-U""u"se even a diffused-lisht varies from,dav tg $1{,d:ggl$ing
iir"-*i,"th"". Somemethodoi obirvation u_nderdiffusedlight which would
a
diamond
for
;;; ;*"-?";m day to dayls greatlv to be desired' Designs
ligit cotrditions.areideal and constanthave been
i".tiir?""piJ"it"-..i".;1i;h
and announcementof it may
shownto me and tt t= nop"d lhat a description_
be availablein an early issueof this periodical'
W i t h t h e n e c e s s a r y l i g h t i n g c o n d i t i o n s . e s t a b l i s h e d , t h e m e r ccolor.
hantisin
for imperfections and for
" po"itio";;;;;];iit""*i*i".-aiu*onds
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(The key to pronunciation tttill b e found, in the Jamarg
Alomite (al'oe-mite). Trade-name
for the fine blue sodalite quarried at Bancroft, Ontario, Canada, for use as an ornamental
stone. Also called Princess Blue.
Aloxite. Trade name for a form of
fused crystalline alumina, or artificial corundum.
Alpine Diamond (al'pin). Pyrite.
Stones
Altered Stones (ol'terd).
which are coated or internally
treated with some foreign substance in order to change their
color or appearance. See also
Coated Stones.
Alundum. Trade-name for artificial corundum.
Amatrice (a-mae'-tris, a-mee'-tris).
Trade-name for a green gemstone from Utah, consisting of
variscite, utahlite, or wardite, or
a mixture of these in a matrix of
quartz( chalcedony, etc, So-called
a-matrix) because it is an American matrix gem stone.
Amazonite (am'a-zon-ite). Same as
Amazon stone.
Amazon Stone (am' a-zon). Bright
green gem variety of microline
(feldspar) ; also sometimes sold
as jade.
Amber (am'ber). A transparent to
translucent fossil resin used as a
gem material. See also Block
Amber.
Ambergris (am'ber-grees). A waxy
substance found floating in tropical seas. and as a morbid secretion in the sperm whale, whence
it is all believed to come. Valued
in perfumery.
Amberine (am'ber-in). Yellowishgreen agate.
(am'ber-oid).
Pressed
Amberoid
Amber.
Amber Opal. Brownish-yellcw variety stained by iron oxide.
Ambroid (am'broid). Same as amberoid.
"American
Jade" (a-mer'i-kan).
Californite.
"American Ruby". Red garnet.

'issue.)

Ambrite (am'brite). A fossil resin
occurring in large masses in New
Zealand.
Amethyst (am'ee-tlrist). A pale violet to a deep purPle transParent
variety of ciystalline quartz used
as a gem stone. FebruarY birthstone.
Amethystine Quartz (am"ee-thist'in). Quartz of an amethYst color,
not necessarilY in crYstals or
solidly colored.
Amorplious (a-more'fus). A w-or{
meaning "without form" aPPlied
or g'em materials
to minirals
that have no definite internal
of
structure or arrangement
atoms. Sometimes used to mean
no external form, but such usage
is confusing and probably ill advised.
Amphibole (am'fi-bole). Also called
hornblende. A mineral similar in
structure to asbestos. Nephrite
is a variety of amphibole.
Amulet (arn'ue-let). A charm, or
talisman, worn on the Person to
prevent disease or misfortune'
(a-mig'da-loid).
An
Arirygdaloid
igneous rock having gas vessels
filled with secondary minerals.
Amygdaloidal geode (a-mig"da-loi'dal). A geode which has formed
in an amygdaloid. See also geode.
Amygdule (a-mig'dule). A spheroidal aggregate of secondarY minerals formed in a cavity of igneous rocks,
(an'a-glif ).
Same as
Anaglyph
cameo.
Analcite (an-al'site). A white or
slightly colored variety of zeoiite.
Not a gem mineral.
"Ancona Ruby" (an-koe'na)' A reddish Quartz. See rubasse.
(an"da-lue'site). A
Andalusite
transparent to translucent,
brown-green, yellow green or
gray ge m stone. Chiastolite
(macle) is a variety. Also incorrect trade name for brown tourmaline.
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Andradite (an'dra-dite). A species
carbonate, but differing from calof garnet transparent to opaque.
cite in its orthorhombic crystals,
Demantoid, topazolite, and melg:reater
density, less distinct
anite are varieties of andradite.
cleavage etc. It occurs commonly
(an-hei'drite).
Anhydrite
in beds of gypsum and of iron
Anhydrous calcium sulphate occurring
ore, in basalt, etc. Not a gem
rarely in orthorhombric crystals,
stone.
us_uallymassive, white or slightly
Arborescent (ar"bo-res'ent). Treecolored, Not a gem mineral.like in appearance.
"Arizona Ruby" (ar"i-zoe'na).
Anhydrous (an-hei'drus). Not conDeep
taining hydrogen or water in its
red pyrope (garnet) from Aricomposition.
zona and Utah.
"Arizona Spinel". Deep-red pyrope
A!isotropic
(an-ei,,so-trop,ik).
D_o-gblyrefractive, affecting-along
light
(garnet) from Arizona and Utah.
Same as "Arizona Ruby."
4ifferently as it passes
Iines of different direction. See
Argillaceous (ar"ji-lae'shus). Conalso refraction.
sisting of or containing clay.
Anomalous (a-nom'alus). IJneven,
"Arkansas Diamond" (ar'kan-so).
irregular.
Diamond from Arkansas; also
Apatite (ap'a-tite). A transparent
(incorrectly)
rock crystal from
green, pink, blue, purple, violet,
Arkansas.
or colorless gem stone.
Artificial
Stone s (ar"ti-fish'al).
Aphrizite (af'ri-zite). Black tourStones which have been manufacmaline.
tured. Includes synthetic, reconAplanatic Lens (ap"la-nat'ik). A
structed and imitation stones.
lens free from spherical aberraAsbestos, asbestus (as-bes'tos or
tion. See Aberration.
az; or as-bes'tus or az). A kind
Apophyllite (a-pofiJite, ap"o-fiI,of mineral unafrected by fire; a
ite). A hydrous silicate of povariety of amphibole.
tassium mineral, usually transAssembled Stones. A term suggestparent. Not a gem mineral.
ed by Shipley for any stone made
Apricotine. Trade-name for yellowof more than two parts of genuish-red, apricot-colored
quartz
ine or of genuine and imitation
nebbles from near Cape May,
gem-materials.
New Jersey, used as gem stones.
Aschentreckers. Dutch word meanAquagem (a'kwa-jem). Trade-name
ing ash drawers (tourmaline).
for a light blue synthetic spinel.
Ash Drawers. Early name applied
Synthetic aquamarine spinel.
to tourmaline because of its eleOAquamarine (a"kwa-ma-reen'). A
trical property.
transparent usually blue to sea
green colored species of beryl.
Asparagus Stone (as-par'a-gus).
Pale-yellow apatite.
See also Brazilian Aquamarine,
Madagascar Aquamarine, RusAsteriated (as-te'ri-ate"ed). Like a
sian or Uralian Aquamarine.
star-with
rays diverging from
Aquamarine Chrysolite. Greenisha cenf,er.
yellow beryl.
Asteria (as-te'ri-a). A star. Any
Aquamarine Emerald. Trade name
gem stone displaying asterism.
for genuine Beryl or Aquamarine
Asterism (as'ter-izm). Property of
"Emerald
triplet. See
Triplet".
being asteriated.
Aquamarine Topaz. Greenish toAtom. See also molecule- When orpaz.
dinarily used in mineralogy, or
Aquamarine Tfiplet.
gemology, refers to the smallest
A genuine
triplet which is used to imitate
particle of an element which exan emerald, and often incorrectly
ists either alone or in combina"Emerald
called an
Triplet". It
tion with similar particles of the
consists of two portions of aquasame or a different element.
marine with a cemented layer of
Augite (o'jite). A mineral. See
green coloring matter between
pyroxene.
them.
Australian Sapphire (os-trae'li-an,
Aragonite (ar'a-gon-ite). A mineral
os-tral'yan). A trade name for
composed like calcite, of calcium
any deep inky-blue sapphire.
(To be continued,)
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PROTECT
TTTLES
BOTH|EWELERS
AND CUSTOMERS

'
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Tbe following
statement
hs ben
issued jointly
by the Gemological
Institute
and the
Amerien
Gem Sciety:
purpee:
Gmological
title serve thre
1. AE protetion
for the experienced and legitimate merchant against unqualified
"high
prosure"
and
competiton.
2. As a challenge to stimulate the merchant who is not yet properly equipped, to
improve his abilitv, profts, and pmition in his community.
3. As protection to the buying public against unqualified merchants.
Examinations are etablished lor Groi,uqte Menber Anaricw
Gem SocietA, not to discriminate 8gairot pmctical jervelen who are well posted on diamonds and other gems and jewelry.
Nor will examinations
lot Certifieil
gem
Genologists
ham
experts.
On the contnry,
thee
titl6
are for the protection of th6e very penons and examinations
are open to all by writing
to the S@iety or lEtitute.
Ry thqe titls,
merchants who can paas examinations will b€
distinenrished by their cwtomera
from thce who can not.

Ninc PassQualifyingCertified C,emologist
Exanination
Since the publication of the January Gems and, Gemologl, the following
have passed the Qunli.fying Certi.fied Gimologi.st Examinati6i.
Ilans J. Bagge, J. Milhenning, Inc., Chiego,
Ill.
Paul Cohard, Peru, Ill.
Lelie E. Dewey, J- B. I{udaon, Inc., Minneapolis,
Xinn.
Ferdimnd
L. IIotz, Jr., Chicago, Ill.
Alvin
M. Knudtson.
Rmeburg, Oregon.

E. C. Luscomb, C.D.Peacock,
Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Paul C. Reitz, Juergem
&
Andercen Co., Chicago, Ill.
E. Paul Shaw, J. B. Hudson,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Richard II. Van Esselatyn,
with Mirabeau C. Towm,
New York. N. Y.

GraduateMernbersof the A. G. S.
. Tlre following is a list of the Graduate Members of the A. G. S. at the
ttme Gems and, Gemologg goes to press.

\--

ARIZONA
Ne*ton Rosenzweie, Phoeni.a
CAI-IFORNIA
Walter Dibb, San Dieoo
Ned L. Ender, Wood.fqnct
G. Fred Fisher. tr'reszo
F. J. Hyde, Huntinston Park
Lotta H. Jame, Hinford
Percy F. Jone, Loa Angeles
George Kerrigan,
San Diego
Lo Kirchhoff, Long Bcach
W. R. Leonard, Loa Anoelee
Mary C. ltlznd, Lono Beach
. Qorge H. Marcher, Loa Angeles
Edward R. Mitshell. Alameala
Jamq A. Newton, Long Beach
Paul Noack, San Bernirdino
H. E. Rapp. Los Angeles
I. F. Roure, San Franciaco
Floy Runyon, Huntingtm
Park
George R. Schneider, Hollguooil
H. S. Smith, Eeillonila
John Vondey, San Bernarilino
COLORADO
Capt. Ted Syman, Denaer
ItLINOTS
Paul Cohard, Pera
Herbert A. I.iecher, Chi,caso
J. B. Gum, Eut Moli.ne
Earl J|[eBat}n, Chicago
John J. Ryart, Chicago
F. Otto Zeitz, Chicago
INDIANA
Sylvester P. Claus, Mishauaka
KANSAS
W. G. Glick, Junction Cits
MAINE
Linwood QrGs. Portland
NO?E :
Membere.

Because of numbers,

MASSACHUSETTS
Jwtin
DeVylder, Springfielil
MICHICAN
Richard M. Peafl, Detroit
MINNESOTA
Karl G. Johnson, Mi,nneapolix
MONTANA
Colin L. Christie, Bztte
NEW IERSEY
T. I{arry Goodwin, Trenton
NEW YORK
Barney Bobek, Little Ferrs
Richard Van Esselstyn, Neu York Citg
Samuel R. Zickeman,
Corona, L. I.
NORTH CAROLINA
Ilarold Seburn, Greensboro

oHto

Basil B. Felts. Cleuelanal
Edward F. Ilenchede,
Cincinnati
John B. Hudgot,
Beil,foril
Earl E. Jotq,
Clevelanil
E. Iloward
Phillips, Conneaut
ORECON
Alvin M. Knudtson, Roseburg
PENNSYLVANIA
Eugene O. Mtl,h, Philadelphi,a
'Wilbur
StaNer. Ailentoun
RHODEISLAND
C, Alden Aldrich, Propid,ence
tr'. B. Thurber, Proaid.ence
SOUTH CAROLINA
Gilbert T. Ilumphreville,
Spartanburg
WASHINGTON
Albert Beck. Walla Walla
H. W. Crothen. Aberdeen

wtscoNstN

Ilenry
R. Bloedel, Mil.uaukee
Ellsworth
ltrille\
Green B@U
Edwin E. Olson, Mi.l,woulcee
it has ben

found

impesible

to publish lists of Associate
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